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1. Executive Summary
As the MISO fleet continues to shift away from large thermal units to renewable resources, it is
expected that non-thermal system limitations (i.e. voltage stability) will begin playing a larger role
in ensuring reliable operation of the system. The North Region Targeted Study (NRTS) is an
informational study for MISO to evaluate system limitations caused by non-thermal constraints
between the high penetration of renewable resources in northwestern areas of MISO and load
centers in central areas of MISO and western PJM. Findings from this study will be used to inform
future transmission planning initiatives and improve existing economic evaluation processes such
as the Market Congestion Planning Study (MCPS).
There are three notable takeaways from the NRTS:
1. A repeatable process was developed and used to evaluate non-thermal system limitations
in production cost models. This process enables an iteration between economic and
reliability analyses to better refine projects that meet multiple system needs, as shown in
Figure 1.
2. In the models developed for this study, thermal issues remained the first limiters of
economic dispatch and non-thermal constraints did not show high levels of congestion.
3. Analysis using MTEP20 future assumptions indicated that non-thermal (voltage) issues
are expected in the Iowa area in addition to MWEX voltage stability issues for high west
to east transfers.

Figure 1: Process for iterating between reliability and economic analyses to refine projects

These study findings will be carried forward to the Long Range Transmission Plan (LRTP) study
initiative in the upcoming MTEP21 cycle and beyond as well as any future transmission planning
studies, where it will provide a more holistic view of how the future grid will operate and what
transmission upgrades are necessary to continue to efficiently deliver energy across the MISO
footprint.
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2. Study Objectives
The following objectives were achieved over the course of the NRTS:
1. Identified non-thermal system limitations for three scenarios in the North region of MISO
2. Evaluated the impact of non-thermal system limitations on the future grid
3. Developed a repeatable process by which non-thermal system limitations may be
evaluated and included in future economic transmission studies
4. Tested transmission solution ideas that were identified in prior planning studies (e.g.
Regional Transmission Overlay Study initiative, Generator Interconnection studies), to
mitigate identified non-thermal system limitations and evaluate their impact on economic
congestion

3. Study Process
The current MCPS process emphasizes analysis of congestion related to thermal system
limitations on the MISO system. While some non-thermal constraints are included in MCPS
economic models (i.e. Minnesota Wisconsin Exchange Interface - MWEX), they are modeled
using limits that are currently used in the MISO market. One of the main objectives of the NRTS
is to develop a process to identify and incorporate non-thermal system limitations as they are
expected to exist based on forecasted resources in the MTEP Futures, not just as they exist in
the current system.
The following steps were performed to create a standardized process to evaluate non-thermal
system limits in economic study models:
1. Created three scenarios with varying levels of renewable penetration and different siting
methodologies
2. Simulated the three scenarios using production cost models
3. Created powerflow models for each scenario by incorporating the Security Constrained
Economic Dispatch (SCED) simulated in the production cost models
4. Performed transfer analyses on each powerflow model to identify voltage stability issues
and their associated limits
5. Included newly evaluated non-thermal interfaces and limits in production cost models to
determine if they resulted in economic congestion issues
6. Evaluated congestion mitigation of project ideas, considering both thermal and nonthermal issues
Evaluating non-thermal issues in economic modeling will allow future economic studies to better
capture how the market would operate in the future for different system scenarios. As MISO’s
generation fleet evolves from traditional large thermal units to intermittent renewable generation,
this process will become increasingly important in maintaining the most efficient and reliable bulk
electric system. Without such an evaluation, newly created non-thermal constraints would remain
unevaluated, leading to inaccurate results.

4. Study Models Used in Reliability and Economic Assessments
The focus of the NRTS is on the transfer of renewable energy from the Dakotas, Minnesota and
Iowa in MISO’s northwestern region to the load pockets in eastern Wisconsin, Chicago, and MISO
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members in Illinois and Indiana. The three scenarios developed for the study are meant to
illustrate the difference between the current system and a system with a high transfer of
renewables between these regions. Table 1 contains high-level descriptions of each scenario:
Table 1: High level scenario descriptions

Scenario
#

Scenario
Name

1

Current Fleet

2

GI Forecasted
Fleet

3

RIIA 40%
Renewable
Fleet

Description
Existing fleet including all generators
with a signed GIA (as of January
2020)

Added Renewable
Capacity in MISO (GW)
0

With Scenario 1 as a base, includes
all active generators in the MISO
queue (as of January 2020) and
assumed retirements from the
Renewable Integration Impact
Assessment (RIIA) 40% scenario
With Scenario 1 as a base, includes
all assumed renewable units and
retirements modeled in the RIIA 40%
scenario

65.2

76.1

These scenarios were first simulated in the production cost modeling software PROMOD. Then,
selected hours (or snapshots) of Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) generator
outputs and load values were taken from the production cost model results to build powerflow
models in PSS®E. The resulting powerflow models were used for the reliability assessment
described in Section 5 of this report.

4.1

Modeled scenarios

The production cost models were constructed using MISO’s MTEP20 Continued Fleet Change
(CFC) 2024 model as a starting point with all forecasted (RRF) units and age-based retirement
assumptions removed. The fleet adjustments described above were then included, resulting in
the following MISO generator capacities (including CFC 2024 for comparison):
Table 2: MISO generator capacities by category in each scenario

Category
Wind
Solar
Gas
Coal
Nuclear
Other

CFC – 2024
(GW)
42.9
9.3
75.6
52.8
11.8
8.9

Scenario 1 Current Fleet
(GW)
29.8
5.0
75.6
53.4
11.8
8.9
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Scenario 2 - GI
Forecasted Fleet
(GW)
48.8
51.3
77.9
46.8
11.8
8.8

Scenario 3 - RIIA
40% Renewable
Fleet (GW)
69.9
41.1
71.7
46.8
11.8
8.8

Table 3 shows the capacity differences between Scenario 1 and Scenarios 2 and 3. Scenario 2
has a much higher capacity of solar relative to Scenario 3, much of which is sited in MISO Central
and South. Wind capacity is higher in Scenario 3, with much of it sited in MISO North.
Table 3: MISO generator capacity differences by category compared to Scenario 1 - Current Fleet

Category
Wind
Solar
Gas
Coal
Nuclear
Other

Scenario 2 - GI
Forecasted
Fleet (GW)
+19.0
+46.2
+2.4
-6.6
0.0
-0.1

Scenario 3 - RIIA
40% Renewable
Fleet (GW)
+40.1
+36.0
-3.9
-6.6
0.0
-0.1

While capacity is a good measure for how much of each type of resource exists in the models,
actual generation outputs from the PROMOD production cost models are the best indicator of
what is happening in each scenario. Figure 2 shows the penetration of each generator category
in each scenario for an entire year’s worth of production cost simulation. These values consider
all system constraints including transmission line limits, renewable resource availability, and
generator outages along with the existing MWEX limit that MISO typically includes in production
cost simulation models.

Figure 2: MISO annual generator energy production by category

In Scenario 1, coal makes up the bulk of MISO’s generator production with renewable penetration
hovering around 17%. In Scenario 2, wind and solar are heavily sited (~35% penetration),
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displacing much of the coal and some of the gas generation. In Scenario 3, wind and solar are
slightly higher than Scenario 2 (~38% penetration), again displacing some additional coal and gas
generation.
Figure 3 shows the difference in renewable penetration between the three scenarios. Scenarios
2 and 3 have over twice the renewable energy as Scenario 1.

Figure 3: MISO annual thermal and renewable penetrations by energy (excludes hydro)

4.2

Building powerflow models

Production cost programs, such as PROMOD, are built mainly for evaluating power system
economics and market performance. Functions such as voltage stability and reliability analysis
must be performed with AC powerflow software such as PSS®E and VSAT. Since the goal of the
NRTS is to incorporate non-thermal (i.e. voltage stability) monitoring limits into PROMOD, it is
necessary to transfer data from the PROMOD models into PSS®E to perform additional analyses.
With the expectation this study would require many powerflow models to be constructed, MISO
created an automated tool to update generation and load in PSS®E in an efficient and accurate
manner. Figure 4 includes the high-level steps taken to create each powerflow model.
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Figure 4: Steps for creating powerflow models from PROMOD results

4.3

Hour selection

With 8,760 hours to choose from in each PROMOD simulation, it was not immediately known
which hours would be important to use for reliability assessments. To gain insight into what
selection of hours would be sufficient to fully characterize reliability constraints, MISO selected a
diverse set of five hours per scenario, calling this set “research hours”.
The “research hours” were determined by first filtering for hours when the flow on the MWEX
interface was greater than or equal to 1000MW, which suggests a relatively high west to east flow
across the North region. These hours were then plotted with the x-axis as the amount of
renewable production in the northwest (includes GRE, OTP, NSP, MDU, MP, and SMMPA) and
the y-axis as the amount of load in Wisconsin and Michigan’s upper peninsula (shown in Figure
5). Next, the following characteristic hours were selected from these plots for reliability
assessment to test the impact on the voltage stability limit of the MWEX interface.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High Renewable, High Load (hrhl)
Low Renewable, High Load (lrhl)
High Renewable, Low Load (hrll)
Low Renewable, Low Load (lrll)
Median Renewable and Load (med)
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Figure 5: Selected research hours for each scenario

Powerflow cases were created from the five selected research hours with significantly different
parameters for each scenario. Voltage stability analysis was performed using these powerflow
cases. Table 4 and Table 5 show the limits of the MWEX interface determined using the PV curve
method described in Section 5. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the PV curves of testing research
powerflow cases of scenario 1 for pre-contingent and post-contingent situations. Figure 8 and
Figure 9 show the PV curves of testing research powerflow cases of Scenario 3. The data points
with the maximum MWEX flow value in the analysis for each research powerflow cases are
highlighted in these figures.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show that the voltage collapse points (nose points) of PV curves were
determined in the voltage stability analysis for the five research powerflow cases of Scenario 1.
Although the initial MWEX flow values are different in research cases of Scenario 1, the MWEX
flow values at the voltage collapse points are very similar among the five research cases. The
MWEX limit of the research case with median renewable and load is close to the average limit for
the five research cases of Scenario 1.
Figure 8 shows that the pre-contingent MWEX flow values at voltage collapse in Scenario 3 are
close among all cases except the research case with high renewable and high load. The MWEX
limit of the research case with high renewable and high load is higher than the limits of the other
four research cases. Figure 9 shows that the voltage stability analysis of the research case with
low renewable and high load was terminated before the voltage collapse point was determined.
The MWEX limit of this research case is lower than the limits of the other four research cases.
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But the MWEX limit of the research case with median renewable and load is still close to the
average limit for the five research cases of Scenario 3.
According to the results of the research cases for Scenarios 1 and 3, the specific hour selected
typically has little impact on the MWEX limit for each scenario. And the MWEX limit of the
powerflow case representing the hour with median renewable and load parameter could be used
to measure the generic limit of MWEX interface for each scenario. The generic limit from the
median hour case could be monitored in the production cost model across all 8,760 hours.
Table 4: Limits of MWEX for the most critical contingencies in scenario 1

Case

MWEX limit (N-1)

Scenario 1_hrhl

1522

Scenario 1_hrll

1458

Scenario 1_lrhl

1478

Scenario 1_lrll

1510

Scenario 1_med

1486

Average

1491

Deviation

25

Table 5: Limits of MWEX for the most critical contingencies in Scenario 3

Case

Testing MWEX
control point (N-1)

Scenario 3 hrhl

1531

Scenario 3 hrll

1454

Scenario 3 lrhl

1389*

Scenario 3 lrll

1450

Scenario 3 med

1453

Average

1455

Deviation

50
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Figure 6: Pre-contingent PV curves for Scenario 1 research cases

Figure 7: Post-contingent PV curves for Scenario 1 research cases
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Figure 8: Pre-contingent PV curves for Scenario 3 research cases

Figure 9: Post-contingent PV curves for Scenario 3 research cases
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4.4

Unit sensitivities

After concluding that selection of hours had little impact on stability limits, the focus was shifted
to analyzing the impact of individual generator outages. First, a powerflow case was created
where all thermal generators with high impact on the MWEX interface were turned on. Generators
were determined to have high impact on MWEX if they had significant flow impacts on the MWEX
interface based on PROMOD analysis. Generators that had shown high impact in previous
studies related to the MWEX interface were also included. Next, a separate powerflow model was
created for each high impact unit, where the selected unit was turned off and all others left on. A
reliability assessment was then performed on all the unit sensitivity models.
None of the selected units had a significant impact on the voltage stability interface limit. MISO
determined that simply using a median powerflow case for the reliability assessment in the NRTS
would produce accurate results. Additionally, targeted sensitivity cases were analyzed for each
stability interface to ensure that the limits used were stable and representative.

5. Reliability Assessment
5.1

Methods to identify non-thermal limits of long-term voltage stability

Production cost models do not directly model bus voltages. Instead, in these models, non-thermal
system limitations are represented by limits on the power flowing across an interface. The nonthermal system limitations evaluated in the NRTS are focused on voltage stability limits for the
three scenarios in the North region of MISO. Steady state models, based on the generation
dispatches described above, are used to perform voltage stability assessments and to identify the
monitoring limits associated with individual voltage stability interfaces. In these studies, power
is transferred incrementally between a source subsystem and sink subsystem, until a point of
voltage instability is identified. The interface flow at that monitoring point is an indicative measure
of the ability of the transmission grid to deliver a specified amount of power from source to sink.
P-V curves are normally used in voltage stability analyses to evaluate voltage stability issues and
to identify the limits (or control points) of interfaces or transferred real power. In different transfer
types, the selected generator buses or load buses can be considered as source or sink. The
buses which show the most sensitivity to the transfer are considered critical buses, and their
values V are monitored in the study. The process of obtaining P-V curves involves a series of
power flow solutions – real power (MW) from the source subsystem is increased incrementally at
a constant power factor accompanied by an equal and opposite change at the sink, and the
resulting variation of voltage at monitored buses is plotted. The voltages at critical buses decrease
as the transfer increases and reach a nose point (voltage collapse point), where any further
increase in transfer causes instability of the system. In the assessment, the pre-contingency
voltage collapse point and post-contingency voltage collapse point for each contingency are
determined. Figure 10 shows how limits of interfaces are determined using PV curves in the
reliability assessment.
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Figure 10: Limit of interfaces determined from PV curves

If the P represents the loading of the monitored interface flow, the maximum loadability of the
interface is identified at the nose point under pre-contingency (system-intact) conditions or postcontingency conditions. MISO Planning Criteria requires a 10% safety margin from the nose point
of the PV curve. There are two ways to identify the limit of a monitored interface:
1. The first method is to identify the pre-contingency value at the same transfer step for the
post-contingency voltage collapse point. Then calculate the 10% safety margin of that precontingency value.
2. The second method is to calculate a 10% safety margin of the post-contingency value at
the nose point, and then identify the pre-contingency value at the same transfer step after
considering the 10% safety margin. This method is used to identify the limit of the MWEX
interface in the NRTS.
In future studies, the minimum value identified by the two methods could be considered as the
limit of a monitored interface.
The limit for each contingency is identified through voltage stability analysis and the minimum
value is selected for implementation in economic transmission analysis.
If the P represents the flow transferred from source to sink sub-systems, the maximum transfer
step or the maximum total transferred flow could be considered as the incremental transfer
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capability. The incremental transfer capability could be used to evaluate the voltage stability
issues and the effectiveness of a transmission solution to address voltage stability issues.

5.2

Process to develop transfer scenarios

Steady state voltage instability problems can occur in power systems with heavy long-distance
power transfer between the generator and the sink. The instability may be triggered by high power
imports from remote generating stations, a sudden large disturbance, or a large load increase. In
order to plot PV curves, the following items need to be determined to set up a transfer scenario:




Monitored interfaces and critical buses
Critical contingencies
Source and sink

Figure 11 shows the process implemented in the NRTS to develop transfer scenarios to identify
non-thermal limits in the North region.

Run PROMOD on
base case and
extract SCED/load
info for selected
hourly snapshot

1

Apply PROMOD
dispatch and load
info to powerflow
cases

2

Perform
contingency screen
on powerflow
models

3

Identify
contingencies that
mostly resulted in
non-convergence
and “blow-up”

4
Identify buses that
most commonly had
low voltages

5

Review lists,
removing known
issues unrelated to
transfers

6

Include identified
contingencies and
buses in
appropriate transfer
analyses

Figure 11: Process to develop transfer scenarios

5.3

Transfer scenarios simulated in voltage stability study

Four transfer scenarios were developed in the NRTS to identify the limits of multiple interfaces
in the MISO North region.
The Minnesota – Wisconsin area is projected to experience low steady state voltages and
potential voltage instability during heavy transfers from Minnesota into and through Wisconsin.
Two transfers scenarios were studied around this area by considering different interfaces. Figure
12 shows the comparison of the MN to WI transfer scenario and the MN, IA to WI, IL transfer
scenario. The MN to WI transfer scenario is used to identify the limits of MWEX and ArrowheadStone Lake interfaces. The MN, IA to WI, IL transfer scenario is used to identify the limit of Briggs
Road-North Madison. Associated contingencies and critical buses were considered for each
transfer scenario based on previous studies and a steady state contingency screening of the base
power flow case.
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Figure 12: Comparison of MN to WI transfer and MN, IA to WI, IL transfer

Low steady state voltages and potential voltage instability were observed in the Iowa area during
heavy transfer from Iowa to the MISO central region in previous studies, and were also observed
in several of the research cases. Figure 13 shows the general area and transfer direction of the
Iowa to Central transfer scenario. The Iowa to Central transfer scenario was studied to identify of
the voltage stability limit for flows across central Iowa, represented in this study by an interface
composed of the Blackhawk-Hazleton Montezuma-Hills lines. Associated contingencies and
critical buses were determined from a steady state contingency screening of the base power flow
case. The low voltage issues and related contingencies identified from previous Generator
Interconnection studies were also considered in the Iowa to Central transfer scenario.

Figure 13: General area and direction of Iowa to Central transfer
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In addition to the above three transfer scenarios, a transfer scenario from MISO North (MN and
IA) to Central region (WI, IL and IN) was studied in the NRTS to investigate the correlation
among the different interfaces in the MISO North region. Figure 14 shows the general area and
transfer direction of the North to Central transfer scenario.

Figure 14: General area and direction of North to Central transfer

5.4

Limits of interfaces and potential voltage issues

The limits of monitored interfaces were identified by using the powerflow case of an hour with
median renewable and load for each scenario. The limits of interfaces identified through voltage
stability analysis are shown in Table 6. These limits were also implemented in the production cost
models for the analysis in Section 6.
Table 6: Limits of interfaces in MN to WI transfer
Scenario
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

MWEX Limit
(MW)
1593
1540
1561

AHD-SLK Limit
(MW)
672.5
649.4
693

Briggs Road-North Blackhawk-Hazleton plus
Madison Limit (MW) Montezuma-Hills Limit (MW)
662
1761
659
1471
661
1627

Three additional sensitivity scenarios were studied based on findings from different planning
analyses to evaluate the impact on limits of the MWEX interface from high renewable penetration
or the retirement of more thermal units:




Highest renewable output hour in LRZs 1, 2, and 3 combined
Remove must run status of thermal units
o Applied to 140 units in MISO (~56GW)
Coal retirement sensitivity
o Retire all coal units with commission date in 1980 or earlier (~34GW in MISO)
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Table 7 shows that the limits of the MWEX and Arrowhead to Stone Lake interfaces are decreased
in all three sensitivity scenarios. In the sensitivity scenario of highest renewable output hour, there
is not a sufficient 10% margin to identify the limit of the interfaces. In Table 7, Incremental Transfer
Capability is the maximum MW transferred from source to sink in the voltage stability analysis.
The lower Incremental Transfer Capability value and less than 10% margin for the sensitivity
scenario of the highest renewable output hour indicate that the potential voltage stability issues
may occur for hours with very high renewable penetration and the limits of these hours need to
be considered in future studies. The PV curve plots for the sensitivity cases can be found in the
appendix.
Table 7: Limits of interfaces in sensitivity cases

Sensitivity
Scenario
Highest renewable output hour
Scenario 2
Remove must run status of thermal units
Scenario 2
Coal retirement sensitivity
Scenario 2

Incremental
Transfer
MWEX Limit
Capability (MW) (MW)
500
1373*
2350
1436.3
1150
1415.3

AHD-SLK Limit
(MW)
516.9*
596
642.1

*Estimated value from VSAT results
Figure 15 shows a safe monitoring zone for Scenario 2, defined by the limits of multiple interfaces
A set of interface limits can be identified which, in combination, create a zone of safe operation
where all identified transfer limits lie outside of the zone. Using such a chart could help to visualize
differences in limits across all transfer scenarios. And such a chart could also be used to identify
the most important interface limit for a particular transfer. Two-axis interface flow charts can
provide insight into the relationship between transfer limits and help identify safe monitoring zones
in future analysis.

Figure 15: Safe monitoring zone in two-axis interface flow chart

The voltage stability analysis results also show that non-thermal (voltage) issues are expected in
the Iowa area in addition to MWEX voltage stability issues for high west to east transfers. The
voltage issues were observed in the Iowa area for several west to east transfers, especially in the
Iowa to Central transfer scenario. The PV curve plots for the Iowa to Central transfer scenario
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show that several buses in the Iowa area have voltages below 0.9 pu. with the increase of the
transfer under pre-contingent conditions. It is observed that the voltage collapse point of the
contingency related to the Iowa interface happens at earlier transfer steps compared with other
contingencies in the Iowa to Central transfer scenario. Low voltages in the Iowa area are also
observed in the MI to WI transfer scenario under pre-contingent and post-contingent conditions.
The PV curve plots can be found in the appendix.

5.5

Testing of transmission solution ideas in reliability assessment

The transmission solution ideas in Figure 16 were used to evaluate the process that was
developed to incorporate non-thermal limits into production cost models.

Figure 16: Evaluated transmission solutions and monitored interfaces

Incremental transfer capability and improved interface performances were used to evaluate the
effectiveness of transmission solutions in the NRTS. The assessment results show that some
solution ideas improve performance for MWEX and other interfaces, however further investigation
is needed based on updated MTEP Futures (i.e. MTEP21 Futures). For example, some solutions
to address the voltage stability issues of the MWEX interface could improve the transfer capacity
under post-contingency conditions, but transfer capacity under pre-contingency conditions is
decreased. The decrease could have multiple causes. One possibility is that after adding the
transmission solution ideas, the transfer flow on multiple existing and new interfaces increases,
so more reactive power support is needed in the study area. The PV curve plots can be found in
the appendix.
Two indexes of bus voltages could provide insight to revise transmission solutions in order to
improve their effectiveness. One index is the lowest bus voltage in a transfer study under precontingent and post-contingent conditions. This index could indicate the shortness of reactive
support in the study area with the increase of transfer. Another index is the maximum bus voltage
dip close to the voltage collapse point under critical contingency conditions. This index could
indicate the weak points in the grid that trigger the voltage instability. Short-term voltage stability
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studies around the buses with maximum voltage dip may be needed to fully investigate the voltage
stability issues.

5.6

Proposed process to evaluate and revise transmission solutions for voltage
stability in a wide region

Additional analyses are required to identify solutions to improve voltage stability in the MISO
North Region. The proposed process, per NRTS findings, to be used to evaluate and revise
transmission solutions for voltage stability issues in a wide region in MISO transmission
planning process, is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Proposed process to evaluate and revise transmission solutions for voltage stability
issues in a wide region

In this proposed process, the solutions will be evaluated and revised in multiple iterations to
improve the effectiveness of solutions. While revising the solutions, no-harm and robustness
testing will be needed to make sure that the solutions will not cause new issues or shift the
voltage stability issues. In addition, economic analysis will help to find the best-fit solutions,
which improve system reliability and provide economic benefit.

6. Economic Assessment of Transmission Solution Ideas
The main purpose of evaluating the reliability of the powerflow models in this study is to constrain
the production cost models using identified stability interface limits. If these updated constraints
result in economic congestion, then there may be opportunities to upgrade the system to achieve
production cost benefits. Additionally, even if the identified stability interfaces do not result in
congestion, they may be next limiters after other thermal constraints are resolved.

Incorporating Reliability Results into PROMOD
During the reliability assessment, powerflow models are subjected to transfer analysis, which
modifies generation or load to force flows across a specified part of the transmission system. An
interface is defined for each identified voltage stability issue. Each interface consists of at least
one transmission line. By pairing the voltage stability issues with transmission line flows, it
becomes possible to constrain the production cost models and to avoid reaching conditions of
voltage collapse.

Economic Evaluation Process
For this study, the focus of production cost modeling was on congestion resulting from
constraining the interfaces identified in the reliability assessment. Congestion on one of these
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interfaces would signal that there may be economic opportunities in increasing the stability limit
or changing topology to divert flows to avoid the limit.

Define interfaces
for limits
identified in
reliability
assessment

Re-run PROMOD
with updated
interface limits

Test sample
projects to
analyze impacts
on interface
congestion

Figure 18: Process for testing interfaces in production cost models

Once the identified interfaces and associated limits were incorporated into the PROMOD models,
the models were re-run to extract interface congestion values. MISO uses total shadow price (in
units of k$/MWh) to evaluate congestion levels. This can be calculated by summing up the hourly
shadow prices for a constraint across the entire year of simulated hours. For context, MISO
typically uses a value of 30k$/MWh as a threshold for top flowgates in the MCPS.
Table 8 contains the congestion results from the PROMOD simulation with interface limits from
the reliability assessment incorporated. These values were low across all interfaces and in all
scenarios. Thermal limits remained the main limiters of economic dispatch in the models. While
in the base case these interfaces have little impact on the PROMOD simulation, they can provide
valuable information when testing transmission solutions.
Table 8: Interface congestion results from PROMOD simulation results
Interface
Arrowhead - Stone Lake
Blackhawk - Hazleton and Montezuma - Hills (BHMH)
Briggs Rd - North Madison
MWEX

Total Shadow Price (k$/MWH)
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
0.1
2.4
6.5
0.9
-

7. Impact on Future Planning Studies and Next Steps
The MISO generator fleet is projected to change significantly in the coming years, moving away
from large thermal units with high inertia to geographically dispersed renewables. The NRTS was
a first step in re-evaluating MISO’s standard economic planning processes to ensure that all
issues that will be encountered in the future are considered. An iterative process between
reliability and economic analyses is required to address system needs due to changing generation
fleet.
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The process and findings from this study will be used to further investigate non-thermal issues in
the MISO North region as a part of the Long-Range Transmission Planning study efforts in the
MTEP21 cycle.
In upcoming studies, additional analysis will be conducted to identify solutions to improve voltage
stability in the MISO North region. MISO will also consider performing additional analyses, e.g.
transient stability analyses to identify weak grid areas with high penetration of renewables.
Concurrently, options will be explored to quantify reliability benefits provided by any projects that
mitigate these non-thermal issues.
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8. Appendix: PV Curve Plots from Reliability Assessment Results
Figure 19 and Figure 20 show the transfer capability of three sensitivity cases under precontingent and post-contingent conditions from the MN-WI transfer scenario in Section 5.4.

Figure 19: Pre-contingent transfer capability of sensitivity cases in MN-WI transfer

Figure 20: Post-contingent transfer capability of sensitivity cases in MN-WI transfer
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Figure 21 and Figure 22 show voltage issues in Iowa area under pre-contingent and postcontingent conditions from the Iowa-Central transfer scenario in Section 5.4.

Figure 21: Pre-contingent voltage issues in Iowa area from Iowa-Central transfer

Figure 22: Post-contingent voltage issues in Iowa area from Iowa-Central transfer
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Figure 23 and Figure 24 show voltage issues in Iowa under pre-contingent and post-contingent
conditions from the MI-WI transfer scenario in Section 5.4.

Figure 23: Pre-contingent voltage issues in Iowa area from MN-WI transfer

Figure 24: Post-contingent voltage issues in Iowa area from MN-WI transfer
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Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the comparison of incremental transfer capability of the base
case and transmission solution cases under pre-contingent and post-contingent conditions in
Section 5.5.

Figure 25: Pre-contingent PV curves from base and transmission solution cases in Scenario 2

Figure 26: Post-contingent PV curves from base and transmission solution cases in Scenario 2
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